Recent rise of microarray and next-generation sequencing in genome-related fields has 17 simplified obtaining gene expression data at whole gene level, and biological interpretation of 18 gene signatures related to life phenomena and diseases has become very important. However, 19 the conventional method is numerical comparison of gene signature, pathway, and gene 20 ontology (GO) overlap and distribution bias, and it is not possible to compare the specificity 21 and importance of genes contained in gene signatures as humans do.
Introduction 42
The recent rise of microarray and next-generation sequencing (NGS) in genome-related 43 fields has made it possible to easily acquire gene expression data at the whole gene level. As a 44 result, interpretation of life phenomena and diseases is advancing [1] . 45 To identify the gene population involved in a phenotype, gene expression data for 46 comparison between healthy subjects and subjects with diseases as well as treated and 47 untreated groups can be obtained. Based on the correlation between the representative 48 expression value of the gene signature and the phenotype, the gene signature of genes related 49 to the phenotype can be identified, and the biological interpretation of gene signatures can be 50 performed. 51 To interpret a gene signature identified in this data-driven manner, it is necessary to 52 avoid bias due to the large number of genes that must be interpreted and comprehensiveness Beginning with Doc2Vec [8] , which used a distributed representation of words, 85 innovative techniques related to the distributed expression of a large number of sentences 86 have been proposed in the past several years, and the accuracy of document interpretation has 87 improved [9] . Typical methods of distributed representation of documents include statistical 88 semantic extraction methods [10] , methods that combine distributed representations of words 89 [11] into document representations [12] , methods that directly compress word and document 90 IDs [8] , methods of summing word vectors by multiplying the topics and specificities in the The training data used 5,456 gene signatures (i.e., C2: Canonical pathway and C5: GO 137 biological process), which were used in conventional pathway/GO enrichment.
138
A gene × gene signature matrix was created for the gene signature (equivalent to the 139 Bags of Word step in NLP), and gene features were expressed using a distributed word 140 representation algorithm [14] to create gene vectors (equivalent to Word2Vec processing in 141 NLP). The clusters corresponding to the topics present in these gene signatures were extracted 142 by soft clustering of the gene vectors with a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [15, 16] . The 143 probabilities that each word contributes to each cluster were multiplied for each cluster to 144 obtain the abovementioned gene vectors, and those vectors were combined for each gene to 145 obtain gene-cluster vectors.
146
Simultaneously, by dividing the total number of gene signatures by the number of gene 147 signatures for each gene that contain that gene, the scores for reducing the weight of the gene 9 148 appearing in various signatures were calculated. Hereinafter, this is referred to as the inverse 149 signature factor, which is equivalent to IDF in NLP [17] . Gene-topic vectors were obtained by 150 multiplying the abovementioned gene-cluster vectors by those scores. The signature vectors 151 were obtained by averaging the gene-topic vectors for the genes included in each individual 152 gene signature. The signature vectors which were feature vectors in the genes and the 153 abovementioned gene signatures were used as training data in the subsequent analysis. 
163
Signature vectors of the validation data were created from the gene-topic vectors created 164 during learning in the same way as the training data, and the degrees of relevance with the 165 training data were evaluated by the cosine similarity score with the learning set (hereinafter, 166 the result of the cosine similarity calculated by a series of operations is referred to as GsVec).
167
First, the GsVec results (i.e., similarity relationship between signature vectors) were 168 visualized by two-dimensionally projecting them using t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor 169 Embedding (t-SNE) [18] (Fig 3[A] ). There was a tendency for immune-related signatures to 170 be consolidated in one location. The abovementioned tendency was observed not only in the 171 training data, but also in the validation data, and the meaning of the validation data was 172 correctly predicted by GsVec. These results demonstrate that although GsVec using NLP is an 173 entirely different approach from conventional methods, it can identify groups with similar 174 meanings. Green color refers to training data related to immunity, purple to training data not related to 180 immunity, blue to validation data related to immunity, and red to validation data not related to data was converted to a -log10 value (hereinafter, −log10 (P-value) obtained by Fisher's exact 188 test is referred to as Fisher) and compared with the GsVec results. The correlation by Pearson 189 coefficient score between GsVec and Fisher was 0.453, and the relationship with a score of 190 0.75 or higher in GsVec was a significant score less than 0.001 (-log10 (4)) in Fisher. In 191 addition, the degree of relevance was concentrated in the Fisher distribution near 0, which 192 was not significant, whereas in GsVec, the distribution had a long tail. These results suggest 193 that GsVec was able to reflect robust results that were significant in Fisher, and could also 194 associate gene signatures with interpretation that were difficult to interpret in Fisher ( DEGs that were higher than the control for the disease, while the down column contains the 243 DEG numbers that were lower than the control for the disease. The red frames represent . In Fisher, interferon gamma was highly ranked, and the broader concept 277 cytokine was also highly ranked. However, the gene signature asthma, which may not be 278 directly related to CD, was also highly ranked in Fisher. It has been reported that there are migration, and wound were highly ranked and demonstrated a similar trend (see Fig 8) .
294
Insulin resistance and beta cell dysfunction are well known in T2D pathologies, and 295 inflammation is related to the pathogenesis of these conditions [25] . In addition, injury and 296 wound healing processes associated with the term wounding are known to alter responses to 297 growth factors and cytokines in addition to tissue remodeling through cell migration and (Fig 9) . Specifically, gene signatures such as extracellular structure organization related to 311 the extracellular matrix and ossification related to the bone were highly ranked. DMD is an 312 inherited muscular disorder known to be caused by an abnormality in dystrophin, a 313 cytoskeletal protein, and has been linked to extracellular matrix-related molecules [28] . In 314 addition, a relationship between bone morphogenetic proteins signals and this disease has 315 been reported, and several biological features have been extracted [29] . to hormone were highly ranked (Fig 12) . Hormone was a common but a unique result, which 354 only ranked in GsVec, which suggests the involvement of dopamine in the limbic system 
373
Among diseases known to be related to immunity, GsVec tends to differentiate well 374 between the biological features of autoimmune diseases. In MS, GsVec extracted more 375 biologically valid signatures from immunological and neuronal aspects. Additionally, in CD, 376 the signature called interferon gamma and other characteristics (e.g., cell trafficking) can be 21 377 extracted in GsVec. Moreover, in SCZ, a unique signature, hormone, was highly ranked only 378 in GsVec. Thus, GsVec captured the signatures related to periphery and CNS more 379 specifically than Fisher.
380
In this study, there were many reasons for selecting the SCDV-based method among the 381 many methods related to distributed representation of documents in NLP. In the advance 382 analysis, in comparing multiple methods, BOW and TFIDF did not consider gene similarity 383 that was not directly overlapping, resulting in a high correlation with Fisher; thus, the 384 advantage of using NLP methods was low. In the averaging of word2vec (gene vector), the 385 specificity of a gene signature was not taken into account, and thus did not meet our purpose.
386
In addition, as a result of assuming a general bioinformatics analysis environment (e.g., R 387 language, PC specifications) as the potential of this research development, methods with a 388 large amount of computation using deep learning were excluded from the candidates, as well 389 as methods that were difficult to implement in the R language. Based on these considerations, 390 the SCDV method was considered to be an optimal method that could be executed in a 391 general bioinformatics analysis environment while capturing the characteristics of gene 392 signatures.
393
However, there are several problems with this approach. First, it is difficult to determine 394 whether approximately 5,000 gene signatures are sufficient as training data. In NLP, tens of 395 thousands of data are generally used as training data. However, inadvertently mixing different gene signatures to increase training data (e.g., other non-curation-based collections published 397 in MSigDB) can adversely affect the quality of the signature vector. Further enhancement of 398 pathway data with clear biological meaning is thus necessary.
399
Second, NLP can identify many words that appear in a specific document as important, 400 but gene signatures do not duplicate genes in signatures; thus, the weight of important genes 401 may be insufficient. This may create a discrepancy with human intuition regarding the key 402 gene in the gene signature (pathway).
403
The third problem is a general problem in machine learning and artificial intelligence 404 [34] . The relationship between signatures indicated by GsVec has strong elements that cannot 405 be expressed by direct gene duplication; thus, it may be difficult to specify the rationale.
406
Therefore, it may be desirable to combine GsVec with a well-grounded Fisher or other 407 statistical method instead of using it on its own.
408
Despite the aforementioned problems, the proposed method demonstrates results that are 409 equivalent or superior to those of conventional methods, and has high potential. Training data 410 improvements, feature vectorization and topicalization methods, and identification of 411 important genes are examples of potential improvements.
412
In the future, if the pathway database is generalized considering the direction of the 413 regulatory relationship of genes, NLP methods that focus on context and learn to sequence 414 from the beginning of sentences can also be applied in this field. Several NLP platforms are 23 415 already able to graph regulatory relationships between genes (e.g., IBM Watson for Drug 416 Discovery). Improvements in the accuracy of these platforms will increase the value of 436 Gene feature vectors (gene vectors) were created using the R fastText package [35] . The 437 number of characters used for subwording and the number of preceding and following words 438 analyzed as related words was set to 10,000, and gene vectors were created by the 439 co-occurrence of the entire gene signature without using functions for subwording, preceding 440 and following words. First, a 1/0 matrix (one-hot vector) of genes × gene signatures based on 441 the presence/absence of corresponding genes was created. Then, a large 0/1 matrix of 442 combinations of the number of genes and gene signatures was formed. The matrix was 443 compressed to a low dimension by the skip-gram model using negative sampling for the 444 co-occurrence probability of genes that appeared simultaneously in the gene signature. It was 445 then designated as a gene vector. Fig 2 presents , a vector of an arbitrary gene .
Creation of gene vectors

446
The number of dimensions to be compressed (i.e., gene vector length) and the number of It should be noted that the original SCDV method of NLP, which is the basis of this 488 method, can increase the speed and accuracy using the sparse method [9] . However, in gene 489 signature analysis, the number of genes corresponding to the number of vocabularies is 490 overwhelmingly small compared to natural language; thus, this step was excluded because the The DEGs of representative diseases were selected from several datasets in which the gene 519 expression of the appropriate disease site was used, and which was a representative disease 520 from various disease areas among the already calculated DEGs published in the Expression
521
Atlas [19] . With regard to cancer, the Expression Atlas did not provide an appropriate dataset; 522 therefore, cancer tissue and matched normal tissue datasets of major cancer types were taken 523 from the TCGA database [20] . TCGA data were normalized from the RNA-seq count data 524 using the voom method in the R limma package, and statistically tested by the experimental 525 Bayes method. DEGs with a false discovery rate -adjusted P-value of 0.001 or less and a fold 526 change of ±2 or more were extracted. The program code for the GsVec analysis developed in this study is freely available 530 from https://github.com/yuumio/GsVec 531 532
